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Seven Goblins set to sea looking for a

legendary treasure. Unfortunately,

Goblins get lost easily. Can you help

the crew find their way?



Before they even had a chance to explore the ocean, the goblins got
lost on their own ship! Follow the colors of the rainbow to find your

way around. Remember what number is associated with each color –
it’s a clue that will help you to solve future puzzles!



The Goblins are arguing over where

to go. They know that X Marks the

spot, but which X? If you listen to

everyone, maybe you can find out.



Who is who? Follow the speech balloons to find out which goblin said
what. You may find that what you’ve already learned about numbers

and colors is useful here. Be on the lookout for clues!



The Goblins finally know where they have
to go, but they’re having trouble getting
there. They have encountered a storm on

their way to the island where the treasure is
buried. Help them find their way through
the waves and lightning clouds to safely

reach the land.



Some clues will not lead to answers until more information is

gathered. Solve the puzzles you can, when you can.



Once they made their way through

the storm, the Goblins took their boat

out to the island, and then followed

the first road they found. Where did

they end up?



The Island has many areas. Once you know where the Goblins ended
up, it may be worth finding out where the other roads lead.



Once they get inside, the goblins find

seven doors and seven keys. They

don’t know what to do or where to

go, so they stop to eat lunch. While

they’re resting, maybe you can find

which key goes to which door.



Keys aren’t just for doors – another meaning of the word ‘key’ is the
solution to decoding an encrypted message.



All of the doors were dead ends

except for two. One went down, the

other went up. Thinking the treasure

might be buried, the goblins went

down first.



If you know what everyone is saying, it may give you clues to finding
out everyone’s secret.



The second door led up, where the

goblins could see and appreciate the

whole island. Suddenly, finding the

treasure didn’t seem so important.



The Crew doesn’t seem to care about the treasure any more. What do

you think it was?



Connect each character with the description that matches them, and then with the secret

they have. If you go back and look for characters on previous pages and take note of

the color associated with them, you may notice a pattern here.

1. President Tells lies Is a Pirate

2. Boss Is the Carpenter Is Afraid of Heights

3. Commander Is the Cook Is Afraid of the Dark

4. Chief Knows where the treasure is Can’t Read

5. Bigwig Knows who the thief is Is a Thief

6. Skipper Had things stolen Can’t Swim

7. Cap’n Is the Doctor Rules over the Goblins

Once you know everyone’s secret, you’re ready to uncover the treasure! On the

opposite page, connect each color to its corresponding number, and then fill in its

connected letter. Then, in the grid below, fill in all of the other kinds of treasure we

encountered, in number order. Read straight down the middle to get the answer. When

you have it, turn to the last page to decode the final message.



Red 1.__

Orange 2.__
Yellow 3.__

Green 4.__
Blue 5.__

Purple 6.__
Brown 7.__

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



If you know what the treasure is, write it above the following key

ZIQVJWE LQIUWVL

Then, use the letters provided to decode the following message. If you

are having trouble, remember – there is a simple process to how the 
code is constructed. Look for a pattern between the letters in the code

and the letter in the hidden message.

BPM ZIQVJWE LQIUWVL QA BPM JQOOMAB LQIUWVL QV BPM EWZTL. QB

 OMBA QBA VIUM NWZ PWE QB ZMNTMKBA ITT BPM KWTWZA WN BPM 

ZIQVJWE QV QBA NIKMBA. QB CAML BW JM QV BPM OWJTQV XITIKM, JCB 

XQZIBMA ABWTM QB IVL PQL QB QV I TQOPBPWCAM WV F QATIVL. QB EIA 

ZMKWDMZML EPMV WVM WN BPM XQZIBMA PIL I KPIVOM WN PMIZB IVL 

LMKQLML BW NQVL QB IVL OQDM QB JIKS. BPM ZCTMZ WN BPM OWJTQVA 

BZIDMTTML ITWVO QV AMKZMB, IVL QV BPM MVL, BPM LQIUWVL EIA 

ZMBCZVML BW QBA ZQOPBNCT XTIKM QV BPM OWJTQV UCAMCU, EPMZM 

IVGWVM EPW EIVBML BW KWCTL KWUM IVL AMM QBA JMICBG.



THE END


